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aBXimCT-
The Buclear waste Policy Act of 19*2 directs- the Department of fearer (DOC) to dispose perma

nently nigh level radioactive w u U and civilian spant nueledr fual by January 31, 199*. 001 haa 
responded by creating an organizational structure that dlracta all tba activitlas necessary to 
carry out the legislative desands. 

The Lawrence Livernore Bational Laboratory (LLBL) has unique research capabilities and is con
tributing to the national effort. LLBL is conducting reeaareh in the earth sciences and is devel
oping eons unique computer codes to help establish the feasibility of geologic repositories for 
nuclear waste. 

The search for a repository that will swat all the requlr—ints aet forth by the various 
Titles is highly research oriented. Thar* has never been a permanent nuclear waste repository. Much 
research must still be conducted before a request for a license to construct is granted. 

The repository that will eventually result from all this research requires performance predic
tions 10,000 years into the future (after the waste has been entombed end the repository closed). 
Obviously the role of computer codes is of prime importance in this research. There are very few 
codes that can model the response of a geologic site* after nuclear waste has been introduced to 
it, in all its complexity for such a iang period of time. 

U K . has several codas under development. This paper examines the administrative and organiza
tional measures that were and atill are M i n g undertaken in order to control the development of the 
two major code*, in the case of one code, the software quality assurance requirements were imposed 
five years after the code began its development. This required a retroactive application of 
requirements. The other code la still in the conceptual stages of development and here requirements 
can be applied as soon ae the initiel code design begins. Both codes are being developed by scien
tists, mot computer programmers, and both are modeling codes, not data acquisition and reduction 
codes, also the projects for which these codes ere being developed have slightly different software 
quality assurance requirements. All these factors contribute unique difficulties in attempts to 
assure that the development not only results in a reliable prediction, but that whatever the relia
bility, it can be objectively shown to exist. 

The paper will examine a softttere management model. It will also discuss the reasons why it is 
felt that this particular model would stand a reasonable chance for success. The paper will then 
describe the way in which the model should be integrated into the existing management configuration 
and tradition. 

nrrttooucTioa 

On January 7, 19S3, President Beegan signed into lew the Buclear Haste policy Act of 1982 
{Public Law 97-425). His signature commits the nation to a course of action, which will eventually 
result in the solution of a problem that has been waiting for one since the beginning of the 
nuclear age heck in 1942: bow to dispose of nuclear waste? The Act defines the solution. High level 
nuclear waste is to be buried in a deep and geologically stable repository* 

The Lawrence Livermore national Laboratory (LLBL) is actively participating in the national 
search for a suitable repository. Specifically, LLBL's Earth Sciences Department has committed a 
team of scientists to conduct laboratory experiments, field studies, and computer simulations to 
determine the suitability of several sites as a repository. Host of LLBL's work involves Yucca 
Mountain, a potential site located in the Bevsda dessert, approximately 100 miles northwest of La* 
Vegas. 

* l S f ( i ! f f ? T d ?" d* C *5* * , " * U * » o f **• "•"- »«P*rtment of Energy by the Lawrence Liver, national Laboratory under contract number V-7405-EHC-4B. 
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Tfc* a n c i U repository systea Bust w o t tha reeuiriainte of tbo D A (U.I. aavironnestal 
Protection Agency) and too BBC (o.l. Baclaer Begulatory Cosalssion). Iho ATA standard reauire* 
that, oftor tko final waste U scroptod oad the repository is dosed, tboca la a limit to "tbo 
aanilatlve raloaoa to the acceeeibla anvirosaant for ooloetod radionuelldos, over a period of 
10,000 years." 1) Iho B*C reeuires tbat tba waetoo ara substantially coapletely rnatalned for a 
period of "not loan than 300 yearn nor aore than 1000 years af tor pomanont elooura of too geologic 
repository." 2) la addition, tba yearly allowable ralaaoo ratao of toe radionuclides ara specified. 
as vail *a tba reeuirenant tbat the muitoa should bs retrisvabls "at any tin* up to 50 years after 
waste eaplaeeaant operations are initiated." 3) Therefore, tbo task at ban* reeuirss that 
researchers predict the behavior of a geologic systea, eugesntad by an onginasrad barrier, for a 
period of at least 300, but possibly op to 1000 yecrs, and, for aoae radlonuelidee, 10,000 years. 

These incredibly long tarn predictions awst be nada with reasonable sssuraaee. They can be 
made aost efficiently by coepliter aodels. Coapatar andels are going to be used by both tba DOC 
(0.1. Departaaat of energy) and tba SBC to interpret and extrapolate the results of laboratory 
tests and field studies in order to predict long tarn geologic behavior of any candidate site once 
the ttucleer wastes ars snplseed in it. Conputer codes will also bs used to aodel geocbenical and 
bydrological processes to answrir specific ousetiona. 4) The iaeortance of tha conputer codas tbat 
ars being developed for tha repository projects can not be overstated. 

rBOJBCT MMaCTMtaT MsUClUU 

The Berth Sciences Dapertaant organized a dedicated group of scleatista and support staff to 
conduct research to contribute to the Dog's effort. Pigure 1 shows tbs organizational structure of 
the waste aanagenaot Croup. Five Deputies, one for each of tha potential repository sites and one 
far Quality assurance, report to the Group Leader, lacb Deputy baa divided hie or her total area of 
responsibility into subtasks. The division is along specific scientific disciplines. In keeping 
with UaT. tradition, the subtask leader ia the focus of activity and therefore baa a great deal of 
discretion and nuthority. A nlwlsjsi of control flows downward, a navisini of inforaation flows 
upward. 

C& \-

rigors 1. 

i of Interest are the ones labeled Parfnnaaara Analysis and Bp3/(. lath these 
subtasks are software eevelaaaaat activities. Both these enetaefcs develop nasals tbat will try sad 
•iaulste physical precaeeee, tba latter ars still sneer investigation. They develop cades tkat sill 
predict the loag tarn parfamanra of a repository or portioas af tba repository systea. 
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tttram ptmppHWT #crmii0 
The rarfonaanra Assessment jubtesk is concerned with tba development of a computer coda that 

will Allow tha prediction of Ion* tar* waste-package performance. Fart of this aubtask involvaa tha 
development of modal* that characterise tba performance of tha waste package emp laced in its final 
environment as wall as tha dovolufint of models that "represent tba physical stata of aach waste 
package component a* a function of time.** S) 

Tha KQ3/4 Subtask consists of activities that will onhanca and add to an already existing com
puter coda. This anbaneaaant consists of both upgrading axisting capabilities and supporting data 
baaa and adding entirely new capabilities. 

Initially thara t u n no externally smndatan1 standards that governed the eo5a development 
activities. Than, in 1913, tha MtC published it* "Final Technical Position on Documentation of 
Computer Codes for High Level Haste Management", V U U G 085*. tew contract appendices and SOP's ara 
being written to implement M U G (MSC. Foe LLK. this eeans the sudden imposition of controls, (to 
assure that requirements are met), which will causa a significant disruption in established work 
routines and method*. Any such disruption of existing organizational flows Is a serious matter, 
although tha impact of the disruption is often not appraciated. It is after all only recently that 
tha literature on the critical rola of existing organizational cultures in the implementation of 
significant organizational change has become recognized, successful implementation of radical 
changes in an existing organizational culture requires a thorough understanding of that culture, a 
thorough understanding of the nature of tha change, and then *• careful implementation of a strate
gic plan to bring about the cultural change. 

The task of implementing the controls imposed by tba new contract clauses and SOP's is consi
dered to be a function of quality assurance. The effort is termed software quality assurance, a 
concept nowhere adequately defined, but with enough shared understanding to make a beginning* 
Several management models were examined in the search for an efficient manner in which to implement 
tba controls. As of this writing none have been implemented, but wa would like to present here one 
of the more promising ones. 

TWaip A SOfTM*** HAJUfiPfCTT BPPfL 

The imposition of external controls on the software development subtests constitutes a radical 
change. This is not only true at LtaX, but would be true anywhere else. Software development can be 
viewed from two opposite perspectives. One holds that software is comprised of a series of computer 
language statements, well ordered and efficiently grouped. Software is viewed as a mare calcula-
tional tool used as an intermediate step between a problem and its solution. The other perspective 
considers software to be comprised of a series of computer language statements, plus all tha docu
mentation required to trace the complete process that resulted in the series of Fortran statements. 
ty Here software is seen as a product in end of itself. 

We main in that the first view, software as a calculator, has held sway from the beginning 
and is still with us. From it nave derived the practices which are prevalent in software develop
ment. To apply quality assurance to a calculational step is triviel. But the standards require that 
software is viewed as a product and now it is no longer trivisl to apply quality assurance. In 
fact, it is a logical extension of quality assurance's domain. However, before quality assurance 
can be applied effectively, software developers must view the result of their labor as a product 
too. 

Our management model does view software as a product, one that is constructed according to a 
design. The quality of it is a direct function of the time and effort devoted to the design 
process. Before describing our model, however, we will discuss the differences between hardware and 
software quality assurance. 

COWPAHISOe OT SOFTWARE ASP HARDWARE QUALITY ASSUSASCE 

Hardware quality assurance (QA) is frequently equated with reliability, or more completely, 
reliability, availability, and maintainability (SAM). Software quality assurance (SQA) cannot be 
described in the same way. The notion of reliability in software U directly related to the user*s 
expectations and not to internal failure of the program code. 7) Software does not have the charac
teristics of hardware and the means of producing software have historically been very different and 
not wall understood by management. «) In fact, management views the software development process as 
opsgue, unpredictable, and undisciplined. 9> 

Consider the characteristics of software. Software is plastic, easily changed, and essentially 
invisible (software is not the medium on which it is stored, such a* floppy disks). Thus changes 
are always possible, leave no d u e as to their existence, and are seldom documented, moreover, 
software tends toward aaorphousneas. unlike hardware which can be divided into assemblies, 

3 
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subaseeeiblies, and components with d e e r cut interfaces between them, software can h a m side 
affacts, complex interactions, and interdependeneies that ara unintended by tha' designers. In 
general tha range of possible inputs and outputs is bugs. For example, Baixar shows that tasting, 
all combinations of a 10~character input to a program would tafca longer than tha lifetime of tha 
unirarsa. 10) Finally, software is not aaniif irturil, it is copied. Copying seldoa introducas 
arrors, unlika hardwara, whara tha manufacturing of a product is subject to random variations that 
are represented by- the binoaial distribution and which create defects not present in tha original 
design. 

The way software is traditionally developed exacerbates tha differences between software and 
hardware. la this approach software is frequently "written", "created**, or "authored". On the other 
hand, hardwara is "designed", "engineered", and "constructed". Software is usually the product of a 
single person, or a snail, informal group, while hardware is passed fron group to group sdtile pro
ceeding froa specification to final product. In software organisations there is almost never a 
division of labor between designers, testers, or implementors, while this is the nora for hardware. 
In software developaent testing and record keeping are usually ad boc affairs done ax post facto if 
at all. In the case of hardware, designs, teats, and changes are all .carefully documented. 

Software developers view software as disposable and that it does not have to be accounted for. ' 
Hardware developers combat the tendency of "reinventing the wheal" each time a wheal is needed, by 
emphasizing national standards, industry wide accepted designs, and the use of off-the-shelf com
ponents. This is not the case for software. That culture defines ita heroes as those who provide 
the black box solutions, the "closet algorithms", and accomplish miraculous fasts of individual 
•chief in int. 

What ara the implications for managaaentr Ha believe that aanagaaant has looked far less at 
software development than it has at hardware development. However, as software development costs 
accelerate beyond those of hardware, the necessity for efficient and effective SOA will increase. 
Management must be able to hold developers accountable for their software products, control the 
proliferation of changes, and demand a standard of care equivalent to the standard used in 
hardware. 

DKSCKIPTKmT OF TUT. S0F~fl»T yiSĵ sewsirr. anner 

Tha management model for software developaaot under consideration bare is based on the princi
ples of product engineering eabodied in a specifically tailored management plan. The product engi
neering approach works because it focuses on the production of a product—in this case a software 
product. A software product is software that will be replicated many times, installed at various 
sites, used by people in ways not anticipated by its developer, and, most importantly, the uaer 
will not have access to the developer should the product fsil to live up to the user's expecta
tions. 11} 

Cunthar explains why many managers fail to see software as a product. 12) They regard 
software as a coat of paint on hardware, whet is overlooked is that such hardwara has no utility 
without its software. Like a street sign, the utility of which lies with its painted message, the 
sign (hardwara) does not coaaunicate its message without its paint (software). The value of the 
sign is a direct result of its paint* So it is with computer systems. 

The elements of our management modal are shown in Figure Z. Software production consists of 
three activities: design, construct, and test. These activities always overlap. To control' tbesr. 
activities management performs three functions: schedule, conduct reviews, and create and revise 
management procedures. The scheduling activity monitors and provides feedback to the software 
development teems and users on project performance, the latter in terms of cost and milestones. 
Management must also insist that coaprebensive design and product reviews are conducted. Finally 
management is responsible for creating and maintaining an effective overall management plan imple
mented through appropriate procedures. In addition, management must provide for clerical support 
and tha maintenance of the system that allows for the information flow depicted in Figure 2-

A comprehensive review program is vital, meviews are performed specifically for the purpose of 
identifying nonconfpraam as with the existing specifications. For example, a code walk-tkcouch 
identifies those characteristics of the source code which are inconsistent with the approved design 
specifications. Design reviews identify elements of the design specification which are imcaasistemt 
with the requirement specification. There must be a record of these discrepancies usually referred 
to as sn "action item" list. Action items must be cleared before work can proceed. 

Scheduling is the process of incorporating open action items identified muring the reviews 
into a plan for design, construction, and test. Indeed, it is our view that all software eavelep-
ment activity can be viewed as a response to some open action item. Even initial requirement* for 
"new development" can he viewed in this -wanner. 
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figure z. Software product development require* the coordination of 
separate design, construction, and taat activities. 

Kansgement craataa a management plan by writing and maintaining general requirements and 
•pacific implementing procedures in order to control the activities and tbua aove the project in 
the desired direction. The Maintenance of the plan require* a procedure revision process that 
reli«s heavily on test results to identify areas where innovation can improve project performance 
and product quality. Although testing will identify errors in software and allow their correction, 
its real value i* as an indicator of bow well tbe amnagement plan is vorkins- Far exsaple, it is 
possible to correlate increases in tbe incidence of trouble reports with changes in mafiagemvnt 
procedures. 

The management functions collectively fore a software configuration Management system. This 
syste* is the responsibility of management and is tbe atost important contribution made by project 
managers to software development. 

DiyiDIMG. THE M08K 

Product engineering requires tbe recognition of design, testing, and construction as separate 
and distinct activities. This division of labor seldom exists in traditional software development 
projects. We believe, however, that it is essential in tbe production of software products. Even 
without tbe obvious advantages of independent peer review, separation of labor results in the 
almost natural creation of documents. Separation of labor makes documentation an important tool in 
getting tbe job done, instead of an afterthought which seldom receives tbe attention it deserves. 
Figure 2 illustrates the importance of documentation. The execution of the design, the conducting 
of tests, and the construction of the code all depend on well written and timely documentation. 
Documentation also includes a requirements specification, a design specification, and a code speci
fication. It is of tbe utmost importance to acknowledge that tbe production of rigorous specifica
tion documents is en essential part of viewing software as a product. 

The separation of design, test, and construction activities allows the testing and construc
tion phases of the project to begin early. This in turn allows for concurrent and overlapping 
design, test, and construction activities. Since the design, test, and construction activities must 
involve different people, the separation of the three activities affords excellent opportunities to 
check the Validity of the design. In fact, the construction activity may influence key design deci
sions. 13) Therefore, the separation of tbe three activities almost always strengthens tbe design. 
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Managers of software development projects should manage. They should not divide their tie* 
between technical activities and management activities. If projects are of a size that do not 
warrant a full time m*nag*r, then several should be combined under one manager. It ia vital that 
managers he allowed to senate. They must coordinate among the tasks that comprise the project. They 
function as b.* group memory. They schedule, they conduct reviews, they maintain the integrity of 
the management plans. Managers should be selected for their skills as coordinator rather than 
programmer. 

It is important not to confuse the term project menaser with that of technical team leader. 
Managers provide an environment where good software can be produced. Zn other words, managers 
perform those activities which implement the software management model for the software production 
organization. Technical team leaders, on tha other hand, are appointed for the duration of a task 
within tha project and are selected for their technical skills. Baker's chief programmer team 
structure is akin to a surgical team. 14) The chief surgeon plans the operation and carries out the 
critical procedures, but he does not run the hospital. Team leaders should design, or test, or 
construct, but they should not be responsible for the implementation of the management model. This 
approach avoids the obvious conflict of interest which arises when a team leader is under pressure 
to build software and amy feel the need to shortcut project management requirements. Also, it is 
not reasonable to expect each programming team to provide its own configuration management record 
keeping activity. 

Tools should be provided to the programming teams by management. They represent management's 
contribution to the software development project. Management, however, retains ownership of the 
final software product. This is in contrast to the traditional mode of software development. 

It seems that organisations which do not take responsibility for a, management model as an 
organizational iasue, are unable to sustain software development projects through periods of high 
employee turnover and shifting project priorities. 

JTJSTiriCATICHI Of THE MODEt. 

The model wa have described provides for an unbroken chain of evidence linking the final 
software product to all tha software development activities. This is a direct result of a well 
documented configuration management system. In addition, such things at- design specifications, 
product review action itams, and schedules can be linked to specific software versions. 

The effectiveness of the model can be demonstrated by schedule analyses such as CPM or PERT. 
These are then also used to identify manpower needs and assess costs. These analyses may be 
repeated as needed to provide a continuous evaluation of performance. This, in the aggregate, con
stitutes primary feedback data for the design, test, and construction activities and may become 
valuable information for subsequent development projects. 

Control of the model is provided primarily through the procedures written and maintained by 
management. These controls emphasize the guidelines end standards that are moat appropriate at any 
given time in the software development project's evolution. Adequate implementation of procedures 
also «rill identify needs for training, or additional information exchange. It will emphasize the 
need for correct position descriptions and fair performance evaluations of all project team 
member*. 

Meeting the user's expectation when delivering a finished software product is the most impor
tant test for software quality. The model that we propose assures that all phases of the software's 
development are continuously linked, thus providing high confidence that user expectations are 
being met. These links are provided by configuration management, project control, and management 
feedback. 

MalOBC THE MODEL HOME 

Ha have adequately justified why the effort of implementing a management model to control 
software development should be made. Mow to implement a model, any model, is a different matter. 
Implementation should be done in accordance with a carefully thought out plan, a strategic imple
mentation plan. If, as in our case, standard* are imposed where previously there ware not any, we 
would proceed as follows. 

Initially implementation requires an inventory of computer codes currently under development 
by the organization. This is followed by a determination as to which standards require application 
if sore than one mstnmar is involved. Mext comes an assessment to determine the extent of the 
effort required to bring the codes up to the required standard*. This essessment culminates in n 

6 
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report that describes: what ia needed (time and resources) to brine the codes up to standards, what 
the method will be to bring the codes up to standards, and what contributions aust be made, indivi
dually and collectively, by those who are involved in code development. This is the Strategic Plan. 

The Strategic Plan must be developed with the knowledge and cooperation of the principals 
involved in cod* development, but a apecific individual is assigned the responsibility for initi
ating* coordinating, and drafting it. The Strategic Plan includes measures for the evaluation of 
its continued validity through formal reviews at specified times. 

The auceeaa of the Strategic Plan is directly linked to the level of management's commitment 
to it. The plan ia implemented over time, it will change over time, but with careful control it can 
be made to work. 

conCLOStOM 
Ultimately, the computer models used in predicting the behavior of a high level nuclear waste 

repository must be viewed ma aoftware products. Therefore, rigorous standards and practices must be 
applied. Principles of product development include separation of management from technical activi
ties and differentiation of design, test, and construction as separate technical activities. 
Finally, these principles of product development assure comprehensive product review to assess 
objectively the reliability of computer simulations 
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